Your
SUCCESS
With over 85,000 successful projects worldwide,

“Very knowledgable...
experience was key to
getting the job.”
BMS Management (TN)

more than two decades of experience, and proven

Why

URETEK?

Quick, clean, long-lasting concrete raising and
soil stabilization solutions put asset owners in
control of their commercial and industrial assets.

Increase Asset Value

Designed for speed, longevity.

materials, you control your success.

Strength in Minutes, Not Days

90% strength in 30 minutes or less.
URETEK’s remarkable speed and accurancy gives
client control over their commercial or industrial
asset, with little or no disruption to tenants or
commerce. 24-Hour businesses continue to
operate during and immediately after the repair
is completed.

URETEK quickly corrects problematic concrete and soil concerns,
giving you short and long-term control of the commericial or
industrial facility.

Little to No Down Time

Adding to the bottom line by saving time.
URETEK’s concrete raising procedure keeps your operation

functioning at maximum efficiency, giving you bottom line control
with satisfied tenants.

Reduce Liability and Losses

Concrete maintenance a key to success.
Reduce liability, business risk, and personal injury claims from

trip hazards, vehicle hazards, water main washouts, and loss of
merchandise.

Eco-Friendly Procedure

The Most Experience

85,000 projects and counting.
As industry inventor and pioneer, our URETEK
affiliates bring over two decades of experience

Your
SOLUTIONS

and knowledge providing our clients with the best
solution to your concrete and soil concerns.

Foundation Repair

Maximize Load Bearing Capacity
Safely restore structure integrity.

Substantial increases of soil load bearing capacity is
immediate, effective, and verifiable. Control your
structural stability with the added assurance and
confidence of URETEK’s highly trained operators.

Going beyond just concrete and soil repair.
Formulated to meet or exceed environmental requirements, our

Concrete Realignment
Concrete Stabilization
Void Filling
Soil Stabilization

proprietary material is NSF 61 certified and is made with rapid
renewable resources.

No Disruption

Low dust, low impact process.

URETEK’s minimal dust, low noise, and equipment rarely require

Lifts of Over 125 Tons

Controllable, lightweight, and powerful polymer.
With a track record of structural lifts in excess of 100 tons, URETEK’s patented

tenant relocation or removal of sensitive electronics, and reduces

polymers are ready for the heaviest structural loads. Lightweight yet powerful,

airborne allergens that may affect occupants.

URETEK puts you in control of your commercial and industrial assets.

Soil Densification
Erosion Control

